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Abstract

Affective teaching plays an increasing significant role in the teaching process; it not only attaches great importance to the teaching of knowledge and skills, but also pays specific attention to students' attitude and emotional needs in the process of teaching, so as to promote students' overall development as well as improving their comprehensive qualities. In this paper, the author first put forward the current problems of English teaching in China, and then introduced some relevant studies of affective teaching. Finally the author tries to explain the strategies of applying emotional factors to the college English classroom from both the students’ and the teachers’ perspective.
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1. Introduction

Currently, the discussion on college English teaching in China mainly focuses on the quality of teachers, teaching facilities, teaching content, teaching environment, curriculum provision, teaching methods, etc, and the teaching method is being discussed as the focal point. The teaching effect is decided by the teaching approach to a large extent. With the deepening of teaching reform in China, people become more aware of the importance of the application of emotional factors in teaching and the necessity of affective teaching. English teaching in universities and colleges should also keep up with the pace of the trend of affective teaching. Affective teaching focuses not only on the cognitive factors in teaching, but also the emotional factors in teaching. It requires the teachers to combine the cognitive and emotional factors together organically in the process of teaching. Affective teaching can help to create a harmonious classroom atmosphere, and establish a good relationship between teachers and students, so as to promote the students’ interest in learning and improve the effect of classroom teaching. Therefore, the application of emotional factors to the classroom teaching should be a very important question in China’s college English teaching reform.

The process of English teaching can be defined as a process of "cognition plus emotion". However, for a long time, English teaching in Chinese universities has neglected the emotional factors. The English classroom teaching in universities still operates on the principle of "teachers as the center" and teachers still account for most of the teaching time. The only link between teachers and students is the knowledge; there is scarce emotional communication in the classroom. Teaching has become a one-way output of knowledge, but not a mutual interaction between teachers and students. Students’ participation in English classroom is not optimistic: they lack the motivation of learning English and even skip school. This kind of learning atmosphere has also weakened the enthusiasm of teachers to a certain extent. Teachers play the role as the knowledge importer and the role model for the students during the teaching process, their behaviors could have a significant effect on the students. Teachers should stimulate the students’ enthusiasm for learning by using their own positive emotions so as to lead them to an active and positive way of learning. Thus the teaching effect in English classroom could be gradually promoted.

Tedious classroom atmosphere, students’ lack of enthusiasm and self-confidence, the poor relationship between teachers and students, and disturbance of emotion in learning process are the major problems that need to pay close attention to in college English teaching reform.
2. Literature Review

Studies on English affective teaching is discussed mainly on the characteristics of the affective teaching, the problems of English teaching and the application of emotional factors to English teaching. Different conclusions are drawn according to different kind of research.

Liu Runqing (1999) put forward three key factors of language learning: intelligence and language talent, the cognitive style and the personality factors. Underhill proposes that teachers can be divided into three categories: lecturer, teacher and facilitator. Wang Qimin (2003) found that only about 12% of the students feel confident about their college English learning through the survey, while as high as 88% of the students are not satisfied with college English teaching, and they lack of a sense of achievement. So the lack of successful experience and the learning effect are closely related.

Wang Xiaoying (2001) thinks that the main negative factor affecting the college English teaching is the emotional disturbance. Emotional disturbance refers to the hindrance of learning foreign languages which is caused by the psychological factors, namely the first hindrance which directly influences the effect of learning foreign languages. Hence teachers should find a way to reduce the hindrance during the teaching process. Yang Lihua, Xie Jinxuan (1996) has conducted a questionnaire survey on the college students' English learning situation and the result indicates that positive emotional factors are not properly applied in college English teaching and learning, on the contrary, negative emotional factors are generally exist in the process of learning English, thus restrains the students' development of English ability.

Liao Hongyan (2005) proposes that the learning motivation, traits of character, learning persistence and other non-intellectual factors play an important role in college students' English learning; therefore, in order to reap good benefits in English teaching, teachers must have a thorough understanding of the students' psychological features and apply all the positive factors to overcome the students' negative attitude toward learning English.

In conclusion, the emotional factor plays an indispensable role in English teaching. In order to promote English learning effect, teachers must first ask students to study English with a kind of emotion, this kind of emotional immersion needs teachers to realize it by personal example as well as verbal instruction.

3. The Application of Emotional Strategy in College English Teaching

3.1 From the Students’ Perspective

3.1.1 Correcting the Students’ Study Attitude

Compared with the first language acquisition, the process of second language learning is a more complicated mental process; students should first accept it psychologically and put it into practice. Under the international circumstance, English is very important for Chinese students undoubtedly. Learning English well can make the students understand the wonderful culture of other countries and help students communicate with foreign friends with more efficiency. It can also prepare the students a way of stepping into the professional world and help students to acquire more advanced science and technology and so on. These can undoubtedly help students to correct their attitude in learning English."Attitude is everything", this sentence is also suitable for English learning. When the students hold a correct attitude to English learning, they may take a step further toward success.

3.1.2 Cultivating the Students’ Interest in Study

Interest is the most important psychological factor to determine the effect of English study. Therefore, one of the most important duties for a teacher is to stimulate the students' enthusiasm of learning English. If students don't have any enthusiasm for learning English, they will not be willing to invest time and effort for it, or even hate this course; once the students have great enthusiasm for English, they will act to make the actual efforts to achieve better grades. How to cultivate the students' interest in learning has been the focus of ancient and modern educators. As early as the 1850’s, the British famous educator Spencer had put forward the “joyful education” theory; Russian famous educator Wocensky once proposed that: "No interest in learning is to force the students to study; it will kill the enthusiasm of the students' thirst for knowledge." Interest is a result of demand to a certain extent, when students understand the importance of learning English, they will be interested in learning it and make effort to study it well. Interest could directly influence the quality of learning, so the teachers should pay attention to cultivating the students' interest in the teaching process and stimulate the enthusiasm of the students to learn English. English teachers could assign specific activities to stimulate students' learning enthusiasm: first of all, teachers can organize English knowledge contests for students, such as English speech competition, English debating competition, interesting English knowledge competition, classical poetry recitation contest, English drama competition and so on, and the students
Motivation is the internal power of human behaviors. Foreign language educators have proposed that second language learning motivation can be divided into categories: integrative motivation and instrumental motivation, both of the two kinds of motivation have a huge impact on English learning. Integrative motivation refers to the learners’ understanding or special interest in the target language community; they want to get close to it or expect to participate in the social life of the community. Instrumental motivation refers to the learners’ aim to gain economic benefits or other benefits, such as passing an exam, gaining a scholarship, fulfilling a job, getting promotion, etc. Since the two kinds of motivation could both promote students' English ability, teachers should stimulate the students' integrative motivation and instrumental motivation in the teaching process, encouraging students to develop their English listening, speaking, reading and writing abilities and reserve language knowledge for communicating with others. Meanwhile, the teachers can also use instrumental motivation such as scholarship or a good job as an attraction to stimulate students' English learning motivation.

3.1.4 Promoting the students’ Confidence

Self-confidence has a significant impact on learners' learning effectiveness, but the fact is that in most Chinese universities, the majority of students have no confidence in their English ability. They are afraid of speaking English for fear that the teachers and other students might laugh at them. Research shows that students who have self-confidence can seize more opportunities to practice and learn so as to improve their listening and speaking skills constantly; students who do not have self-confidence are in short of the learning motivation, often expressing their discouragement, and they might miss a lot of chances to exercise. The inferiority of many college students in English learning is the result of past unsuccessful English learning experiences; therefore the teachers could share their own experiences on how to overcome the inferiority gradually, encouraging students to walk out of the psychological shadow of the past. At the same time, the teachers should teach students to learn how to respect others. Under such a harmonious circumstance, the inferior students would regain confidence and express themselves in English with courage, even when there is an error, the teachers should first give positive comments on their performance and then correct the mistakes. Furthermore, for students whose English ability is quite weak, the teacher may arrange the level of difficulty of the students’ homework from simple to complex, giving them more chances of enjoying success. With more successful experiences, the confidence of the students will be promoted.

3.1.5 Enhancing the Students’ Group Cohesion

The students' emotional motivation not only comes from their own, but also from their living environment and people around. At present, the English teaching in colleges and universities gradually begin to adopt question-based teaching and discussion-based teaching approach; both of the two teaching methods are helpful for inspiring students' enthusiasm to participate in class, causing unavoidable competition. Appropriate competition may arouse the desire of extroverted students to show their talent, while for introverted students, too much competition will make them feel anxious, this kind of emotion makes students lose confidence in English learning, and a sense of distrust may emerge among the students. Competitive learning is necessary, while the author thinks that cooperative learning can create a harmonious class atmosphere. First of all, cooperative learning can ease the anxiety of students, students can feel more relaxed to express themselves in the group communication; Secondly, cooperative learning provides the introverted students more opportunities to perform themselves, in the past they were afraid of speaking English in front of the whole class, but when participating in the group communication their degree of anxiety is significantly decreased; Moreover, cooperative learning can enhance the communication between students and strengthen the emotional exchange between the students and thus strengthen the class cohesion. How to promote the cooperative teaching and enhance the class cohesion? First, the teachers should set up a friendly image among the students. The teacher's role model has a great influence on the students’ attitude and can directly affect the performance of students, in such kind of atmosphere, the relationship among students will be more and more harmonious; Second, the teachers should organize the students to exchange their minds and talk about questions regularly, thus to promote the understanding among students and eliminate contradictions and misunderstanding; Third, the teachers should encourage students to participate in the activities jointly. The teacher can give students some tasks that must be...
finished through their joint efforts, such as word solitaire game, English team debate, role playing and so on. Through a series of cooperative learning, the teachers can create a relaxed and happy learning atmosphere for students, thus strengthen the cooperation and cohesion among the students.

3.1.6 Reducing the Student’s Anxiety

It is generally believed that anxiety refers to a state that an individual cannot realize his anticipation or be threatened by the barriers which cannot be overcome, causing a frustration to their self-esteem and self-confidence, or generating a sense of failure and guilt. In the second language learning, linguists and education experts have classified anxiety into different categories. Duly divided foreign language learning anxiety into state anxiety and personality anxiety; Scovel has classified it into facilitative anxiety and obstructive anxiety; Horvitz has classified foreign language learning anxiety into communicative anxiety, examining anxiety and negative evaluation anxiety, and Chinese students' English learning anxiety are mainly classroom anxiety, examining anxiety and negative evaluation anxiety. In a learning process containing simple tasks, a certain degree of anxiety is helpful for students to concentrate on their study. Such as in listening class, the teacher may ask the students to concentrate on the listening materials, then the students’ appropriate anxiety can help them to become more serious and invest their energy into the listening content, thus obtaining a better learning effect. But when confronting complex tasks, anxiety is of no use in helping the students’ study. According to the results of a survey conducted by the author, there are 76.2% of college students have classroom anxiety, 75.8% of the students have the examining anxiety, and 71.2% of the students have negative evaluation anxiety. Anxiety may cause the learning burnout of the students; teachers should minimize the level of students’ anxiety and maximize the effect of language input. For classroom anxiety, the teachers should try to create a harmonious and relaxed learning environment for the students, meanwhile, the teachers should consider the difficulty of the teaching materials and the questions proposed by them. They should control the difficulty of teaching materials and guide the students step by step, letting the students enjoy the successful experience. A group communication can also reduce the anxiety of college students. Examining anxiety stems from the failure of the past, after the setbacks in the examinations, the students tend to be extremely upset before the exams. When facing this kind of situation, the teachers need to guide and help the students, "the purpose of learning English is not only for exams, but also for communication." Secondly, in the daily teaching process, the teachers should help students to encourage themselves to build their own confidence and reduce the psychological impact of the failure of the past. Students are afraid of the teachers’ negative evaluation on them and being laughed at by their classmates, therefore, the teachers should be aware of their language in the classroom and respect students. When giving comments to the students, they should make comprehensive evaluations on them but not just according to their academic performance. In addition, the mutual respect between students should be emphasized. Group communication, relaxation before examination, encouragement from others could help to reduce the learners’ anxiety and psychological inhibition.

3.2 From the Teachers’ Perspective

Teachers' emotion has a remarkable effect on student's learning attitude, learning interest and learning motivation. Teachers should be the daily role model for the students; the teachers can help students to reduce their anxiety mainly from the following aspects: their professional knowledge, the harmonious relationship with the students, teaching methods and classroom atmosphere. Thus they can stimulate students' English learning motivation and optimize the college English teaching effect.

3.2.1 Enriching the Professional Skills

Emotion has the nature of migration. The students’ feeling and impression of the teachers can be migrated into the teaching content. Teachers with professional knowledge and wide range of skills can lead students to study better and faster, and it is also a major premise of mutual trust between the teachers and students. Therefore every English teacher should analyze themselves and understand their own characteristics, everyone has his own advantages and disadvantages, when teachers get to know themselves, they can maximize their own advantages in the classroom; for their own weaknesses, they could ask the experienced colleagues constantly so as to improve their own knowledge structure and their professional quality. In addition to overcoming their own defects, teachers who are popular with the students must be good at studying. In the ever-changing era, knowledge is always updating in a fast pace, teachers who are good at learning could show the latest professional knowledge to the students, making students appreciate the charm of knowledge. By doing this, the teachers can not only improve the professional ability, but also establish an image of authority in front of the students. But only abundant professional knowledge is not enough for teachers, English is a kind of communicative tool, teachers should have the ability to analyze the complicated knowledge and show it in a simple form to the students. Some English teachers do possess excellent professional
ability, but their teaching effect is not ideal. Because their teaching approach do not meet the demand of students, and the students can't adjust to the teaching process. Teachers should make the effective interpretation on teaching materials. First of all, they should prepare their classes carefully before class and analyze the teaching materials seriously; second, organizing the teaching process scientifically, the teachers should let students to participate in the classroom communication and interaction by communicative teaching methods such as asking questions, doing practice and making dialogues so as to organize the classroom teaching effectively; Also, the teachers need to write a summary after class to summarize the advantages and disadvantages of their last class and find a way of avoiding repeated mistakes.

3.2.2 Establishing a Harmonious Relationship between Teachers and Students

What the students are pursuing for is the relationship of equality between teachers and them, which is mutually dependent on each other. From the current situation of English teaching, the relationship between teachers and students belongs to "transmitter" and "receiver" and knowledge is still the only link between teachers and students. A good relationship between teachers and students is the premise of the teaching activities, and it can greatly affect the learning effect of the students. The teachers should make continuous efforts to establish a Rogers once put forward that: “The keys to promote teaching are not teaching skills, nor the audio-visual equipment, books and materials, but lies in the quality of the relationship between teachers and students.” The relationship between teachers and students depends largely on whether the teachers love or respect the student. College students’ are eager to get the affirmation and respect from the teachers, they want to gain them with their own efforts; similarly, students of poor grades also hope to be able to hear the teachers' encouragement and praise. Therefore the teachers should consider the feelings of students, using incentive words to stimulate the students' learning motivation. In conclusion, teachers must treat the students with sincerity and communicate with students initiatively. They should respect students' personality and protect students' self-esteem, creating a fair and enjoyable language learning environment for students.

4. Conclusion

English teaching plays a very important role in higher education in China. Affective teaching, as an effective way to optimize the teaching effect, is drawing increasing attention and gradually becoming an important research topic in the field of language and education research. Based on the related theory of emotional factors, humanistic teaching theory and the theory of Krashen's affective filter hypothesis, the author finds that emotional factors have a profound impact on English teaching in colleges in China, but the attitude of most students in colleges towards English study is negative and passive. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt flexible and effective measures to solve the existing problems in current college English learning.

If the teachers can learn more about the students and increase the time of communicating with the students to establish a good classroom atmosphere for them, then the teaching effect will be highly optimized; if the teachers can apply positive emotions to the teaching materials and teaching organization when they are teaching the second language knowledge, then the students' learning motivation and learning enthusiasm will be stimulated to the greatest extent.
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